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MIRACUVES 
INSIGHT 
MIRACULOUS IT SOLUTIONS. 
 

Miracuves is a privately owned IT Support and IT Services business formed in 2010. Today 
we’re proud to boast about strong team of IT engineers who thrive on rolling up their sleeves 
and solving your IT problems and meeting your business needs. We are on a mission to 
exceed your expectations and form a long-term, mutually beneficial relationship with you. 
 

 
Miracuves is a team of experienced web and mobile developers with the belief to offer a 
better solution. It all started with passion and it made us stand unique in the business. We 
altogether are trying to create new successful entrepreneurs all over the world and we 
have done it so far! With the latest technologies & frequent upgrades in the products, we 
always satisfy our customers needs. 
 
 
Our Mission Is To Enhance The Business Growth Of Our Customers. We Tend To Provide High-

Quality Products And Services With Customer Satisfaction As Our Top Priority. We Are Focused 

To Meet The Expectation Of Our Customers At All Times. We Always Guide Our Customers For 

Success. 

 

We Believe In Teamwork And Support Our Employees With The Latest And Trending 

Technologies So That Our Team Will Be In The Best Position To Support Our Customers. This 

Helps Us To Keep Working With Existing Clients And Also Expand To Newer Ones. 
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Explore our interactive demos below 
 to experience our solution firsthand  

 
 
 

 
Check  
Our Demo 
 
 

 

 

 

• Youtube link :  

https://youtu.be/NQcdi7H6CnA?si=fMCXOmD94ZHkNJne 

 

• Web Url : 

https://mytube.mimeld.com 

 

• Admin Url:  

https://mytube.mimeld.com/login 

 

• Admin:  

admin | Admin_$321 

 

• User:  

userdemo | User_321 

 

• Tech stack : 

Php, Mysql, Node.js, socket.io 
 

https://youtu.be/NQcdi7H6CnA?si=fMCXOmD94ZHkNJne
https://mytube.mimeld.com/
https://mytube.mimeld.com/login
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  THE PROBLEM 
Need for a YouTube Clone Solution 

 

In today's digital era, there is an increasing demand for a comprehensive video-sharing and 
streaming platform that offers users the ability to upload, share, and view content 
seamlessly. While YouTube dominates this space, there's a growing need for alternatives 
that can cater to specific requirements, improve user experience, or offer distinct features. 

1. Platform Dependability: Relying solely on a single platform like YouTube poses risks. 
Content creators and businesses seek alternatives that they can control, ensuring 
stability, reliability, and customization according to their needs. 

2. Feature Specificity: While YouTube offers a plethora of features, there might be niche 
requirements or functionalities that it doesn't address. For instance, the need for fully 
supported native mobile apps or specific API integrations to enhance user experience. 

3. Security and Privacy Concerns: As video content becomes more valuable, concerns 
about data privacy, content rights, and security breaches grow. A solution that 
promises enhanced security features and regular updates becomes imperative. 

4. Customization and Control: Many entities wish to create a branded video-sharing 
platform tailored to their audience, brand aesthetics, and content policies. A YouTube 
clone offers a foundation upon which such custom platforms can be built, providing 
flexibility and control. 

5. Technical Requirements: Existing platforms might not cater to the specific technical 
needs of certain organizations or developers. The mentioned YouTube clone solution 
addresses this by specifying PHP versions, extensions, and functionalities, ensuring 
compatibility and performance. 

In essence, while YouTube serves as a benchmark in the video-sharing domain, the need for 
alternatives arises from diverse requirements, including customization, security, specific 
features, and technical specifications. A YouTube clone emerges as a viable solution to 
address these challenges and provide a tailored video-sharing platform for various 
stakeholders. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

   Solving 
Issues. 
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW 
Technology meet Creativity. 

 
 

The YouTube clone stands as a robust video sharing and streaming platform, built primarily 
on PHP infrastructure, designed to emulate the functionalities and user experiences 
reminiscent of the widely recognized YouTube service. This platform prioritizes elements 
such as speed, security, and seamless mobile accessibility, ensuring that users have a 
consistent and engaging experience across both web and native mobile applications for 
Android and iOS platforms. A cornerstone of its design is its advanced API system, enabling 
full support for native mobile apps, thereby expanding its reach and user accessibility. 

Underpinning the YouTube clone's capabilities are specific technical specifications and 
requirements. It mandates a PHP version of 7.1 or higher and relies on various PHP 
extensions like MySQLi, GD Library, mbstring, and others to facilitate essential functionalities 
such as database operations, image processing, and multibyte string handling. Furthermore, 
the platform emphasizes security measures, ensuring data protection, content rights 
management, and regular updates to address potential vulnerabilities. Beyond its core 
functionalities, the YouTube clone offers customization potential, scalability features, and 
potential support mechanisms, positioning itself as a comprehensive solution for those 
seeking a tailored video-sharing platform. 

  

 

 

CUSTOMIZEABLE. 

In addition, the YouTube Clone is highly customizable, allowing businesses to tailor the 

platform to their specific needs and requirements. Whether it's adding new services, 

integrating with third-party systems, or customizing the user interface, the platform can 

be easily customized to meet the unique needs of each business. 
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KEY FEATURES 
 
 

1. Video Sharing & Streaming: 
o Upload & Share: Users can upload their videos to the platform, making them 

accessible to others. 
o Streaming: Seamless video playback functionality, ensuring users can watch 

content without interruptions. 
2. Mobile Accessibility: 

o Native Mobile App Support: The platform offers fully supported native mobile 
apps, allowing users to access content and functionalities on smartphones and 
tablets. 

3. Robustness & Security: 
o Fast Performance: Designed for speed, ensuring quick content loading and 

smooth video streaming experiences. 
o Security Measures: Implements measures to protect user data, content rights, 

and prevent unauthorized access or breaches. 
o Regular Updates: Ensures the platform is up-to-date with the latest security 

patches, feature enhancements, and performance optimizations. 
4. Technical Specifications & Compatibility: 

o PHP-Based: Built using PHP, specifically requiring version 7.1 or higher for 
optimal performance. 

o Extensions & Functions: Requires PHP extensions like MySQLi (for database 
operations), GD Library (for image processing), mbstring (multibyte string 
functions), calendar (date/time functionalities), and functionalities such as 
shell_exec and cURL with `allow_url_fopen` enabled. 

5. Customization & Scalability: 
o Branding & Custom Platforms: Provides a foundation for entities to create 

branded and customized video-sharing platforms tailored to specific 
requirements, branding guidelines, and audience preferences. 

o Scalable Architecture: Designed to accommodate growing user bases, 
increasing content volumes, and varying traffic demands. 

6. API System: 
o Advanced API Integration: Offers an advanced API system facilitating seamless 

integrations with other platforms, tools, or services. This enhances 
interoperability, connectivity, and overall user experience across the digital 
ecosystem.

 



 

 
 

 

KEY BENEFITS 
Here are some key benefits of a YouTube Clone: 

 
 

1. Diverse Video Sharing & Streaming Platform: 
o Enables users to upload, share, and stream videos seamlessly, providing a 

platform akin to established services like YouTube but with potential unique 
features or niches catered to. 

2. Enhanced Mobile Experience: 
o With fully supported native mobile apps, users can access content and 

functionalities on-the-go, ensuring broader reach and increased user 
engagement. 

3. Speed & Reliability: 
o Designed for fast performance, ensuring quick content loading and smooth 

video streaming experiences, leading to better user satisfaction and retention. 
4. Security & Trust: 

o Incorporates robust security measures to safeguard user data, content rights, 
and prevent unauthorized access or breaches, instilling confidence among users 
and stakeholders. 

5. Regular Updates & Support: 
o Promises regular updates to address security vulnerabilities, introduce new 

features, and optimize performance, ensuring the platform remains relevant, 
secure, and efficient over time. 

6. Flexibility & Customization: 
o Provides entities with the flexibility to create branded, customized video-

sharing platforms tailored to their specific requirements, audience preferences, 
and branding guidelines. 

7. Scalability & Growth Potential: 
o Built to accommodate growing user bases, increasing content volumes, and 

varying traffic demands, ensuring the platform can scale alongside the evolving 
needs of users and stakeholders. 

8. Interoperability & Integration: 
o Through its advanced API system, facilitates seamless integrations with other 

platforms, tools, or services, fostering interoperability, connectivity, and a more 
integrated digital ecosystem. 

9. Technical Compatibility: 
o Clearly defined technical requirements and specifications ensure compatibility 

with various server configurations, enhancing accessibility and deployment 
options for potential users or clients. 
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TECH STACK 
Powerful & Flexible 

 

1. Programming Language & Version Requirement: 
o PHP: The solution is primarily built using PHP. 

▪ Version: Requires PHP version 7.1 or higher to ensure compatibility and 
leverage newer features and improvements. 

2. Database & Extensions: 
o MySQLi Extension: Essential for database operations, allowing efficient storage, 

retrieval, and management of user data, video metadata, comments, and other 
related information. 

3. PHP Extensions for Functionality: 
o GD Library: Utilized for image processing tasks, potentially for tasks like thumbnail 

generation, image manipulations, or overlays related to video content. 
o mbstring: Incorporates multibyte string functions, ensuring proper handling and 

manipulation of multi-byte character sets or strings within the platform. 
o calendar: Implements date and time functionalities, enabling scheduling, time-based 

operations, or chronological sorting of content and activities. 
4. Server Functions & Libraries: 

o shell_exec PHP Function: Enables the execution of shell commands from within PHP 
scripts, potentially facilitating tasks like server-side operations, system tasks, or 
command-line interactions required by the platform. 

o cURL with allow_url_fopen Enabled: Facilitates HTTP requests, URL fetching, or 
interactions with remote servers, essential for functionalities like content fetching, API 
integrations, or external service interactions. 

5. Mobile Integration & API System: 
o Advanced API System: Employs an advanced API system to support native mobile 

apps fully, ensuring seamless integration, data exchange, and user experience across 
mobile and web platforms. 

6. Security & Encryption: 
o While specific encryption or security protocols are not detailed, the emphasis on 

security suggests potential implementations of encryption algorithms, secure data 
transmission protocols, and measures to prevent unauthorized access, breaches, or 
data vulnerabilities. 

 
 

 
All the SDK  & Codes Versions are updated as the year standards.
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PROCESS FLOW 
Know the Flow 

 
 

1. User Registration & Authentication: 

o Step 1: Users visit the platform's website or mobile application. 
o Step 2: New users can register by providing necessary details such as username, 

email, and password. 
o Step 3: Upon registration, users receive a verification email or code to 

authenticate their account. 
o Step 4: Once authenticated, users can log in using their credentials or opt for 

social media integrations (if available). 
2. Content Upload & Management: 

o Step 5: Logged-in users navigate to the 'Upload' section or dashboard. 
o Step 6: Users select a video file from their device, add a title, description, tags, 

and choose privacy settings (public, private, unlisted). 
o Step 7: The platform processes the uploaded video, potentially using the GD 

Library for tasks like thumbnail generation. 
o Step 8: Users can manage their uploaded content, edit metadata, adjust 

settings, or delete videos as needed. 
3. Video Viewing & Interactions: 

o Step 9: Users browse through the platform's content, discovering videos based 
on categories, recommendations, or search functionalities. 

o Step 10: Upon selecting a video, the platform uses its streaming capabilities to 
deliver a smooth playback experience to the user. 

o Step 11: Users can interact with videos through likes, comments, shares, or 
adding them to personalized playlists (if supported). 

4. Mobile Experience & Integration: 

o Step 12: Users accessing the platform via mobile apps experience a seamless 
interface optimized for smaller screens. 

o Step 13: The advanced API system facilitates real-time synchronization between 
the web and mobile platforms, ensuring consistent user experiences, data 
availability, and functionalities across devices. 
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5. Security & Data Management: 

o Step 14: The platform employs security measures to protect user data, content 
rights, and prevent unauthorized access. 

o Step 15: Users can manage their privacy settings, data preferences, and account 
security settings through dedicated sections or dashboards. 

o Step 16: Regular updates and security patches ensure the platform remains 
protected against evolving threats and vulnerabilities. 
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INCLUSIONS 
Know All You get 

 
 

 

 

1. Core Video Sharing & Streaming Features: 
o Upload Functionality: Enables users to upload videos to the platform. 
o Streaming Capability: Provides a mechanism for users to stream and watch 

uploaded videos seamlessly. 
o Video Management: Tools and interfaces for users to manage their uploaded 

videos, including editing metadata, setting privacy levels, and deleting content. 
2. Mobile Accessibility & Integration: 

o Native Mobile Apps: Fully supported mobile applications for both Android and 
iOS platforms, ensuring users can access content and functionalities on the go. 

o API System: An advanced API system facilitating seamless integration between 
the web platform and native mobile apps, ensuring consistent user experiences 
and data synchronization. 

3. Security & Compliance Features: 
o User Authentication: Mechanisms for user registration, authentication, and 

account management to ensure secure access to the platform. 
o Content Security: Measures to protect user-uploaded content, data privacy, 

content rights, and prevent unauthorized access or breaches. 
4. Technical Specifications & Dependencies: 

o PHP-Based Infrastructure: The platform is built using PHP, with specific version 
requirements and dependencies on various PHP extensions like MySQLi, GD 
Library, mbstring, calendar, shell_exec, and cURL with allow_url_fopen enabled. 

5. Customization & Branding Tools (Potentially): 
o Customizable Interfaces: Features or tools that allow entities, businesses, or 

users to customize the platform's appearance, branding, and user interface 
according to their preferences. 

o White-label Solutions: Options for businesses or entities to white-label the 
platform, branding it as their own while leveraging its core functionalities. 

6. Scalability & Performance Enhancements: 
o Optimized Performance: Design considerations, server configurations, and 

optimizations ensuring the platform delivers fast content loading, smooth video 
streaming, and efficient user interactions, even as user bases and content 
volumes grow. 
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7. Support & Maintenance: 
o Regular Updates: Commitment to providing regular platform updates, 

incorporating security patches, feature enhancements, and performance 
optimizations. 

o Technical Support: Potential offerings of technical support, documentation, or 
resources to assist users, developers, or businesses in deploying, customizing, or 
troubleshooting the platform. 
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APPS 

Purpose & Functions 
 

1. User Authentication & Profile Management: 
o User Registration: Allows new users to create accounts by providing essential details. 
o Login & Logout: Enables users to securely log in to and out of their accounts. 
o Profile Management: Users can manage their profiles, update information, change 

settings, and customize preferences. 
2. Video Content Management & Interaction: 

o Video Upload: Users can upload videos from their devices, adding titles, descriptions, 
tags, and setting privacy levels. 

o Video Streaming: Facilitates smooth streaming of uploaded videos, ensuring users can 
watch content without interruptions. 

o Video Discovery: Users can explore, search for, and discover videos based on 
categories, recommendations, or search queries. 

o Interactions: Enables users to like, comment on, share, and add videos to 
personalized playlists or collections. 

3. Mobile Accessibility & Integration: 
o Native App Experience: Offers fully functional native mobile apps for Android and iOS 

platforms. 
o Sync & Integration: Ensures real-time synchronization between the web platform and 

mobile apps, maintaining consistency in content, user data, and functionalities across 
devices. 

4. Security & Privacy Controls: 
o Content Security: Implements measures to protect user-uploaded content, data 

privacy, and prevent unauthorized access or breaches. 
o Privacy Settings: Allows users to set privacy levels for their videos (public, private, 

unlisted) and manage other privacy-related preferences. 
5. Customization & Branding (Potentially): 

o Interface Customization: Provides options for users or entities to customize the app's 
appearance, themes, layouts, and branding elements. 

o White-labeling: Enables businesses or entities to white-label the app, branding it as 
their own while leveraging its core functionalities. 

6. Technical & Performance Features: 
o Optimized Streaming: Ensures efficient video streaming, adaptive bitrate streaming, 

and optimal playback experiences based on users' device capabilities and network 
conditions. 

o Offline Viewing (if supported): Allows users to download videos for offline viewing, 
enhancing accessibility and user experience in limited connectivity scenarios. 
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Support 
Line 

 

 

 
 

Support channels offered by Miracuves: 

 

1. Whatsapp Chat Support:  

Whatsapp is a popular messaging app that many people use to communicate with friends and family. 

Miracuves offers support through Whatsapp chat, which allows customers to quickly and easily ask 

questions or report issues. This channel is particularly useful for customers who prefer to 

communicate through messaging and prefer to avoid making phone calls. Whatsapp chat support can 

also be used for providing step-by-step guidance, sharing images or screenshots to help troubleshoot 

issues, or to provide quick updates. 

 

2. CRM & Tickets:  

Miracuves uses CRM (Customer Relationship Management) software to manage customer 

interactions and track support requests. When a customer submits a support request through a 

ticketing system, it is assigned a unique ticket number that helps Miracuves track the issue from start 

to finish. This allows the company to respond quickly to customer inquiries, prioritize issues based on 

urgency or importance, and ensure that each request is handled efficiently. 

 

3. Emails:  

Email is a traditional communication channel that many companies use to provide customer support. 

Customers can send an email to Miracuves with their inquiry or issue, and the company will respond 

via email. Email support is useful for customers who prefer a more detailed explanation of their issue, 

and who want to keep a written record of their interaction with the company. Email support also 

allows customers to attach screenshots or other files that can help explain their issue in more detail. 

 

In summary, Miracuves offers a range of support channels to ensure that customers can get the assistance 

they need in the most convenient way possible. Each channel has its own benefits, and customers can 

choose the channel that works best for them. 
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FAQ 
Let’s clear it all 

 
 
 

 
SPECIFICATION. 

 
 

What is the YouTube Clone solution? 

The YouTube Clone is a PHP-based video sharing and streaming platform designed to replicate 
functionalities similar to YouTube. It offers users the ability to upload, share, stream, and interact with video 
content via a web platform and native mobile apps. 

What are the technical requirements to run the YouTube Clone? 

The platform requires PHP version 7.1 or higher, MySQLi extension, GD Library, mbstring, calendar, 
shell_exec PHP function, and cURL with `allow_url_fopen` enabled for optimal performance and functionality. 

Does the YouTube Clone support native mobile apps? 

Yes, the YouTube Clone is equipped with an advanced API system that fully supports native mobile apps for 
Android and iOS platforms, ensuring seamless user experiences across devices. 

How does the YouTube Clone ensure security and data privacy? 

The platform incorporates robust security measures to protect user data, content rights, and prevent 
unauthorized access or breaches. Additionally, regular updates and security patches are provided to address 
potential vulnerabilities and ensure platform integrity. 

Can businesses or entities customize the YouTube Clone according to their branding and requirements? 

Yes, the YouTube Clone offers customization and white-labeling options, allowing businesses or entities to 
tailor the platform's appearance, branding elements, and functionalities according to their preferences and 
requirements. 

How does the YouTube Clone handle video uploads and streaming? 

Users can upload videos to the platform, add metadata, and set privacy levels. Once uploaded, the platform 
facilitates smooth video streaming, adaptive bitrate streaming, and optimal playback experiences based on 
users' device capabilities and network conditions. 
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Is there a support system or resources available for users or administrators? 

Details about specific support offerings are not explicitly provided. However, the platform's commitment to 
regular updates, potential technical support, documentation, or resources to assist users, developers, or 
businesses might be available to address queries, issues, or customization needs. 

Is the YouTube Clone regularly updated with new features and enhancements? 

Yes, the platform emphasizes regular updates to incorporate the latest security patches, feature 
enhancements, performance optimizations, and ensure its relevance, security, and efficiency over time. 

What are the scalability features of the YouTube Clone? 

The YouTube Clone is designed to accommodate growing user bases, increasing content volumes, and 
varying traffic demands, ensuring scalability, performance, and reliability as user needs evolve. 

  

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 

THE SUMMARY 
Final Notes 

 

The YouTube Clone is a PHP-based video sharing and streaming platform meticulously 
designed to mirror the functionalities of the renowned YouTube service. Built to prioritize 
speed, security, and mobile accessibility, it offers users and businesses a robust alternative 
for uploading, sharing, and streaming videos seamlessly. With fully supported native mobile 
apps for Android and iOS, the platform ensures consistent user experiences across devices, 
complemented by stringent security measures to protect user data, content rights, and 
prevent unauthorized breaches. 

Emphasizing scalability and customization, the YouTube Clone caters to diverse 
requirements and preferences, allowing entities to tailor the platform according to branding 
guidelines, audience needs, and evolving trends. Its technical foundation rests on PHP with 
specific version requirements and dependencies, ensuring optimal performance, 
compatibility, and flexibility. Regular updates, potential support offerings, and a 
commitment to user-centric features underscore its relevance, reliability, and potential to 
meet varied user demands in the dynamic digital landscape. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Thanks for your interest in 
our solution. 
 

Hope to work with your soon. 
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GLOSSARY 

 
 

 

YouTube Clone 

PHP 

Video Sharing 

Streaming 

Native Mobile Apps 

Android 

iOS 

Security 

Scalability 

Customization 

PHP 7.1 

MySQLi 

GD Library 

mbstring 

Calendar 

shell_exec 

cURL 

allow_url_fopen 

User Authentication 

Content Management 

Interactions 

Privacy Settings 

Technical Requirements 

API System 

White-labeling 

Regular Updates 

Mobile Accessibility 

User Profile 

Video Metadata 

Support & Maintenance 
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HOW TO USE 
Operate The 
Solution 

We will provide you with complete walkthrough over the shared 

screen call and explain all features in detail and make a video 

record of the same. 

 
 
 

 

 

• Confirm before you change 
Please confirm with our team before you decide to make any vital changes to the system. 

 
• Never change configs 

Please avoid changing any configurations or API settings into the system, it’s important to 
keep the integrity of the system. 

 
• Backups 

Please make backups of the system using internal backups from admin or from cpanel to 
ensure no data loss. 

 
• Feel free to ask 

We are your Technology Partners, feel free to ask questions and we would love to help. 

 
• Rebranding 

We do complete rebranding for your with your logo, app icons and color schemes. If we 
missed something let us know. 

 
 

 

WARNING ! Please don’t add or remove files from server or modify fields in database 

without discussion or any deep knowledge. Tampering the product will 

lead into termination of Tech Support. 
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TECH 
SUPPORT 

We offer 60 Days of Tech Support from the date of deployment and 

we offer it through all our support channels. This is included with 

the purchase of the solution.  

 
 
 

 

 
 

SCOPE OF TECH 
SUPPORT 

For the complimentary 60 Days of tech support, we help you fix 

any bugs or configure any services which you are unable to do. This 

doesn’t include backups, or customizations or server 

management. If you need any of those, please talk to us for our 

Annual Maintenance Packages. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

LICENSE Each solutions comes with one domain license only and 

we do the free deploy and install for the same. This is 

non-transferable and we are not responsible for 

migration of server or domain, unless agreed for extra 

cost. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

CONTACT P H O N E     

DETAILS 
+18088009688 

E M A I L   
info@miracuves.com 

 

 
ADDRESS  
Enam Sambhav, C-20, Block 

G, BKC, Bandra (E), 

Mumbai, Mahrastra, 400051 
 

 
 

India +91 9830009649 
US  +1 9144865492 
 

mailto:info@miracuves.com?subject=GOJEK%20CLONE

